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SECURITY SERVICES

Manned Guarding | Mobile Patrols
CCTV Monitoring | Alarm Response
Key Holding | Locking & Unlocking
Concierge Security | Risk Assessments
Void Properties | Fire Marshals

Established in 1992, Marpol delivers bespoke security solutions to both residential and
commercial clients.
Providing the highest standard of security services, we work with all manner of businesses, from
the smallest local trader to the largest multinational corporation. Our security packages are
tailored to meet the specific needs of our customers.
Ranking in the top 10% of the Approved Contractor Scheme, each member of the Marpol team is
a fully licensed member of the Security Industry Authority.
Our management team are qualified and experienced in the financial and legal sectors, as well
as the police and armed forces. This ensures unrivalled professionalism backed by relevant and
complimentary expertise

25+ YEARS OF EXCELLENT SERVICE

Having fully trained, licensed and experienced manpower
on the ground is a highly effective deterrent to thieves and
vandals, which makes it part of our core services.

MANNED GUARDING

MOBILE PATROLS

Whether you need them during the day, outside

A key aspect of our North West security

of office hours, or on a 24 hour shift basis,

network is our mobile patrols.

having guards manning your building sends

Spread across the region to cover all of

a clear sign that your business premises are

our clients’ sites, they are linked to our

protected. This in itself is often a sufficient

central monitoring team. This allows for

deterrent, but our fully trained and licensed

an immediate and effective response from

guards have the relevant skills and experience

well trained and highly experienced security

to deal with intruders.

professionals should any incident occur at
your property.

Dedicated security doesn’t always mean
having guards on the premises. Between our
state-of-the-art CCTV surveillance system and
our alarm response personnel you can have
peace of mind round the clock.

CCTV

ALARM RESPONSE

At Marpol, we install bespoke CCTV systems

Having your member of staff respond to an

and run an advanced remote monitoring service,

out-of-hours alarm is rarely ideal. Answering

utilising the very best in CCTV technology to keep

false alarms quickly becomes tiresome and, in

a watchful eye on your premises 24/7. We can use

the worst-case scenario, answering a genuine

your existing camera set-up or install a whole new

security breach can put them in immediate

system to eliminate any weaknesses..

danger.

With a dedicated team keeping careful watch

At Marpol, our alarm response professionals

and our mobile patrols ready to step in should

are all dedicated security personnel with years

circumstances require them, you’ve never been in

of experience behind them, fully-trained to

safer hands.

handle these situations.

Being a keyholder for your premises is a great
responsibility and the role comes with its own personal risk.
Ensure the safety of your team by utilising Marpol’s
keyholding, locking and unlocking services.

LOCKING & UNLOCKING

KEYHOLDING

Having an employee lock and unlock your

Keyholders are expected to attend your place

premises can place them at real risk by

of work in the event of any security breach

would-be intruders targeting your company.

taking place out of hours.

Our locking and unlocking service has a

Our fully-licensed security professionals are

security professional on hand at opening and

trained to deal with these situations.

closing time, ensuring the safety of your team.

They will ensure that the building and

This service also eliminates complications

perimeter are clear, reset the alarm, and

arising from your keyholding staff changing

contact/wait for the police, if their presence

shifts or taking a sick day at the last minute.

is required.

We’re always there when you need us.

Security isn’t just an out-of-hours necessity. Having dedicated security
operatives manning your front-of-house or other reception area can
make staff and visitors alike feel safer. A thorough risk assessment will
help determine if this will be of value to your company.

CONCIERGE SECURITY
Our concierge security are polite and

SECURITY CONSULTANCY &
RISK ASSESSMENTS

smartly-presented security professionals

Our cost free, obligation free initial assessments

with years of experience in the industry.

provide an in-depth appraisal of the security

They will act as the face of your business,

requirements for your building.

welcoming visitors and staff alike.

With our decades of experience in the field,

As fully-licensed security personnel, they will

we can identify vulnerabilities in your current

also prevent any unauthorised access to your

system and make recommendations to ensure

company premises.

the safety and security of your premises,
people, and assets.

VOID PROPERTIES

FIRE MARSHALS

Many property crimes in the North West are

Fire safety is of paramount importance

conducted against vacant and void properties,

to any company and involves more than

and with good reason. Often lacking any kind

checking alarms and extinguishers.

of security presence, they are seen as soft
targets for vandals, arsonists, thieves, and
squatters. We offer several ways to combat this
problem, from boarding up doors and windows
and installing a monitored CCTV system, to
organised regular checks by our mobile patrols,
or even permanent manned security.

Our fully-trained fire marshals will run a
complete fire risk assessment for each of
your buildings, as well as arranging and
conducting fire drills for your employees
and fire safety coaching for your on-site
fire wardens.

At Marpol we give equal weight to all properties we’re instructed
to protect. This includes looking after vacant premises around
the North West, as well as ensuring good fire safety practices in
occupied buildings.

INTELLIGENT SECURITY SOLUTIONS DESIGNED TO
PROTECT YOUR PEOPLE AND YOUR PREMISES
Marpol creates unique security solutions tailored to meet the specific needs
of you and your company. Any of our high-quality security services can be
incorporated into a single, integrated package which is constantly reviewed
for best protection.

COMPLETE SECURITY ACROSS THE NORTH WEST
From our HQ, our rapid mobile patrols and comprehensive remote
monitoring services cover the whole of the North West.
For an obligation free risk assessment, entirely free of charge please
contact Marpol via phone or email.

HEAD OFFICE
Harvey Court, Harvey Lane, Golborne, Greater Manchester WA3 3RX
FREEPHONE 08085 627 765
info@marpol.co.uk

